Version 1.07

Software presentation and use instructions

OPENJARDIN VERSION 1.07

A MODIFIABLE AND INTERACTIVE PLOT PLAN
Build your garden plan and manage your crops thanks
to the planning and monitoring of 5 year plot rotations.

General presentation of the software:
This software is distributed as open source GNU General Public License (GPL) (see the content of the license in the software)
It is intended for the management of the crops of a garden from a plan with the representation of plots, crop sheets, a
table of the annual planning by plot, and a table of crop rotations over 5 years for each plot with visualization
previous cultures colored according to the botanical family.
It also includes records of the varieties of plants used for crops, records of species and families of plants,
the most common; all these sheets can be completed and modified.
It is based on the use of a "sqlite" database which includes the following tables:
- crop table
- plant varieties table (to be completed by you according to the varieties you use)
- botanical species table (pre-filled with the most common species but can be completed)
- botanical families table (pre-filled with the most common families but can be completed)
- observations and tasks tables (pre-filled but can be completed)
An XML file is used to save the configuration of the objects of the plot plan and of the associated database.
(A XML file, garden_example, is included in the working directory as an example, it has a wallpaper and plots.)
The plan page includes a wallpaper (png file - bmp jpeg etc.) in general a graphic representation of the garden (photos
ariel or plan) on whih the following objects will be placed: plots, equipment and isolated plantations.
A grid is superimposed on the screen background.

General principles of software use
When starting a project, you must first define the wallpaper by opening the imagefile that represents the garden, then
switch to modification mode and set up the various plots, plantations and equipment. Exit modification mode then
click on the area of the plot (the plot references are written in the area above the plan) then click on the
button "display culture sheet" to create a new culture. (see details in the following pages) , crop data
appear in the planning and rotation pages.
In the planning page it is possible to modify the startingdate of the crop and its duration directly from the colored zone
which represents the culture, after validation the new dates and duration are modified in the culture file.

General View
Drop-down menus

Toolbar

Toolbar for
plan and plots

Tabs:
- Plan
- Planning
- Rotation

WORK CENTER ZONES

When opening the software, the map tab is active with a presentation wallpaper

Create a project: 1 - Add the background plan

1

Switch to Edit Mode Drawing icons are enabled

2

Don't forget to save the
XML configuration file

4

Click on the "Add
Background " icon

3

5

The background map is displayed

Choose image file,
then Open

INFO: To start again on a new
project, save the XML
configuration file with a name
other than the name of the
smple file. To this program, the
configuration does not yet have
the plots you will need to add
later.

Next step: creation of a parcel

Create a project: 2 - Create a plot
1
Switch to Edit Mode Drawing icons are enabled
on the left of the screen

5

3

The plot appears on the
plan (still top left)

4

Don't forget to save the
XML configuration file

Position and resize
the plot on the map

2
Click on create a plot

Next step: Create a new culture

Create a project: 3 - Create a polygonal plot
1

2

Switch to Edit mode
graphic

Click on the button
"Save the Modified Plan"
at the end of changes

Click on the button "Create
a Polygon or Polyline"

INFO: By clicking on the buttons
"Validate Polygon" or "Validate
Polyline" you get from limits
defined with mouse clicks,
a polygon or polyline

3
Define polygon boundaries
by clicking on the map with
the mouse, landmarks (yellow
squares) appear

4

Create a project: 4 - Create a new crop on a plot
2

1

Click on the button
"Display Culture Sheet"

INFO: To start again on a
new project, delete the 4
cultures pre-registered in the
database, or simply modify
them when creating new
crops on studs 1 2 3 4

3
Exit edit mode Then click on the plot

INFO: To modify a culture,
choose it in the "List Crops
on This Plot", then click on
"Save Changes"

INFO: You can also
create multiple observations
linked to each culture

Fill in the form then click
on "Create a New Culture"

Create a project: 5 - Create a new variety
1

Open the "Plants" button
Then after opening the
window, choose the
"Varieties" tab

3
Fill in the Variety designation- Latin name fields, then choose
the species which modifies the family and the type of plant

The positive and negative
associations" are defined
in the "Species" tab

Supportive families or to
avoid for culture previous
are set to the "Species"
page

4
Click on the sowing periods and
harvest depending on the variety

Note:
The new variety appears at the end of the list of the registered plant sheets.

2

5
Click on the "Blank Form"
button to empty the fields

Click on the "Save a New File"
button to add varty to the
database

Open a configuration file
Open a configuration file from
plot plan

WARNING:
The database which includes a set
of plants - plant species and families
types is active when the software, on
the other hand it is necessary to
update the path to the base, as well
then those concerning the images
of background map in the files of
configuration provided (jardin.xml
and jardin_example.xml) otherwise
neither the database or pictures
background map will be taken into
account for these configurations.

An example of a plan (jardin_example.xml file)

Background

Image

Plots

Polyline

Polygonal plot

The planning page

Crops created from the plan
appear on the planning in
alignment of the plot concerned
on one or two lines

Filled with the botanical
family color

The crop rotation page

The starting year can be
defined, and the page displays
the next 5 years

The cultures created from the plan appear
on the schedule in line with the plot
concerned, fill with the color of the
botanical family

The plant varieties page

To save modifications
to the existing file

Plant associations are
defined on the species page

Crop rotation is defined
on the species page
Save to create a new file
Choose the variety from the list
The harvest sowing periods
are defined on this page in
cliking on corresponding
cells which change color

The botanical species page

Positive and negative
associations are set on
this page

Supportive or avoided
families for culture are set
up on this page by clicking
on the corresponding cells
which change color

The botanical families page

Save to create a new
file

To save modifications to
the existing file

The setting / configuration page

Viewing database file
data and configuration of
plan in use

Choose the file (.sqli) from
the active database
Updating the database
data in version 1.06
Create a new file
SQLITE database:
- empty
-pre-filled with cash
and families
- importing the data from
a text file of SQL queries
Export data from
active base in a file
text of QSL queries

To save modifications
to existing file

Save to create a
new file

Toolbar
Customization of graphic objects
The background color and the characters of the plots, equipment and plantations can
be modified by clicking on the object then on the icon Choose Color or Color Characters
a dialog box opens to select the color.

Open a configuration file from
plot plan

You can also change the order of the graphic objects by using the "Go in Front" icons.
The two icons display or not the background map are used to hide or display this
background map current, and the hide or show grid icons do the same for the grid.

Save a configuration file
plot plan

Choose the background of plan
Save a configuration file
plot plan
Walk past an object

Using the Map Mode
Drawing icons are disabled
Edit Mode - Modification
Plot Plan Graphic
Drawing icons are enabled

Thickness of
object line
polygons and
polylines

"Use" and "Edit" modes
The "Use" mode must be active during the current use of the software because it avoids the
modification of graphic objects with the mouse, otherwise, to modify graphic objects
and activate the drawing icons, you have to switch to "Edit" mode

Color of
characters and
features

Choice of
color the bottom
of the object

Choice of line type
polyline objects and
polygons

The object drawing toolbar

Create
parcel
Create
equipment

Thickness of
object lines
polygons and
polylines

Color of
characters and
features

Color choice
from the bottom
of the object

Choice of line type
polyline objects and
polygons

Create
planting
Insert
picture

Polygon
Polyline

Create a polygon
or a polyline
Validate the choice
polygon or polyline
Modify the selected polygon or polyline
Delete the selected polygon or polyline

"Use" and "Edit" modes
The "Use" mode must be active during the current use of the software because it avoids the
modification of graphic objects with the mouse, otherwise, to modify graphic objects
and activate the drawing icons, you have to switch to "Edit" mode

Polyline
Polygon

Crop task management - Gantt chart

The Gantt chart
For crops, you can manage the different tasks and display them on a Gantt diagram.
Each task will include the associated resources and means, the estimated duration
and the planned and realized costs.
This diagram allows you to visualize the evolution of the phases and operations to
achieve for a culture on a graph.

Crop task management - Gantt chart
Today's date

Add a task

Posting your
diagram
Choice of
culture phase

Tasks sheet

Sheets
Medium sheets
resources

Medium type
Contact information
Types of tasks

Delete a task
Edit a task

Phase duration

If a symbol is moved or has its
size modified, validate this modif ication
to save the dates in the databae
Link between task

Symbol of the task, defined in the
tasks types sheet,
Symbols can be
moved and their size changed.

Managing crop tasks - Task sheet
Example of sheet for a cultivation phase (root)

The "Root" box of
project is checked

The "Phase" box
is checked

Managing crop tasks - Task sheet
Example of a form for task linked to a phase

The "Root" box of
project is not checked

The "Phase" box
is not checked

Choice of task form

If the "Constraint Date"
is checked, the
start date must be
greater than the date of
the previous task.
Blank sheet to create
a new task
Save the modification
or create a new task

Managing crop tasks - Adding resources

3
Indicate the Designation
of the resource

The means will be
added to the following
pages!

2
A resource sheet
opens

1
Click on "+"
to add a resource

4
Create resource

Managing crop tasks - Adding resources

The means will be
added to the next
page!

The resource is
added to the list of
resources allocated to
this task.

Managing crop tasks - Adding resources

Indicate the Designation
of the resource

2
A resource sheet
opens

Choose the means in
the list then "OK"

3
Or create a new way

1
Click on "+"
to add a way

4

Managing crop tasks - Adding resources

1

Indicate the Designation
of the means

3
The medium is added
to the list

Choose the means in
the list then "OK"

4

2
Indicate the unit cost
and the unit then validate

Several ways can be
added to a resource

Managing crop tasks - Modifying resources

1

Choose the way to
edit for this
resource

The designation of
chosen way is
indicated

3
Confirm with the key

4

2
Indicate the quantities
plaed and carried out

Validate

Managing crop tasks - Viewing a task
2
Click on the pencil

1

Choose the task

3
Data and resource
assistant are indicated
with expected costs and
updated for this task.

Plot Details
2
Click on the 'Parcel
Detail" icon

The "Plot Detail" window opens
you can draw the different plantations
and sub-plots.

1
Click on the plot

Plot Details
The name of the detail drawing file is
saved in the XML configuration file,
so don't forget to save this file.

3
Save the plan

1
Switch to drawing mode

2
Create the plantations
in detail

The License Page

